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MOO Increases Average Order Value by 1.8% and Order 
Conversions by 1.4% with AnswerDash  
 
MOO is an online print and design business that makes it 
simple for companies of all sizes to create beautiful, expertly-
crafted business stationery and promotional materials. MOO 
has served more than a million businesses in over 200 
countries and is supported by a team of 300 people across 
London and the US. Delivering delightful customer 
experiences is key to MOO's business and one of the reasons 
for its growing success worldwide.  

MOO recognized that alongside fast-paced growth comes the 
need for outstanding and easily accessible customer support content. While its existing Help Center content 
was thorough and informative, MOO wanted a better way to expose that content in context throughout its 
website. The company’s main focus was to simplify and expedite the online purchasing experience by 
empowering customers to “self serve” answers to common questions. 

In addition to increased 
sales conversions, MOO 

also experienced an 
18% reduction in live 

chats with AnswerDash. 
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AnswerDash’s Self-Service Solution 
Before choosing AnswerDash’s contextual self-service solution, MOO relied on standard assisted-service tools, like 
LiveChat, which requires significant resources to respond promptly to customer inquiries. “We dedicated 2014 to 
opening our doors of communication by implementing live chat on our site,” said Dan Moross, Director of Customer 
Experience at MOO. “It was really successful, but it quickly became overwhelming and swamped our support team. 
In response, we dedicated 2015 to controlling costs and deflecting live chat tickets, while still providing that open 
line of communication to our customers. AnswerDash made this 2015 goal easy to achieve.” 

By adding AnswerDash, MOO makes it easy for customers to self-serve answers to repetitive questions that 
overwhelm its live chat channels. When used alongside LiveChat, AnswerDash serves up common Q&As before 
escalating a chat to MOO’s support agents, freeing them up for more personalized, high-value conversations. “The 
day we went live with AnswerDash, there was an immediate decrease in live chats and an instant feeling of relief 
among our support team,” Dan said. 

More Sales Conversions and Fewer Support Tickets 
MOO’s brand vision is simple but ambitious: great design for everyone. AnswerDash helped bring this vision to life 
by providing a seamless online self-service customer support experience. During the six-week A/B test of 
AnswerDash, Dan confirmed that sales conversions on MOO’s US site increased significantly by 1.4% and the average 
order value spiked significantly by 1.8%. Beyond increased sales conversions, MOO’s customer support team 
experienced an 18% reduction in live chat volume during the same time frame. 

“AnswerDash is a game changer to our customer service approach. It‘s saving my support representatives from 
constantly dealing with repetitive inquiries, allowing them to spend more time with customers needing more 
personalized assistance,” Dan said.  

MOO also values the customizability of the AnswerDash tab. “Since MOO lives and breathes great design, we needed 
an interface that could reflect that,” Dan explained. “Customizing the AnswerDash tab was a really simple process, 
giving us the flexibility we needed to match our style exactly.” 

Helping Guide Product Enhancements 
AnswerDash believes in and relies on the strength and knowledge of its customers. During the entire trial and 
onboarding process, MOO was a close partner with AnswerDash, helping guide internal product development and 
feature enhancements. Based on MOO’s feedback, AnswerDash prioritized analytics insight data, specifically 
AnswerDash’s Content Gaps—suggestions for Q&A content gathered from actual customer search phrases—and 
how they’re presented. With AnswerDash’s Content Gaps, MOO gained the necessary insight to generate more than 
60 pieces of new content. MOO also learned that many of its customers were asking “how-to” questions, so it 
developed an entirely new section of troubleshooting help to address the missing help content. 

Looking Forward with AnswerDash 
This is the beginning of a long relationship between MOO and AnswerDash. In 2016, MOO plans to integrate 
AnswerDash with its sister site, dedicated to serving up large company orders of high-quality business cards. When 
asked about working with AnswerDash, Dan said, “AnswerDash always made us feel like we mattered. They’re 
responsive, they listen, and when the CEO and VP of Engineering make it a point to work toward solutions with the 
rest of their team, we felt like we were heard.” 


